RASCHEL
Raschel bags are a knitted polyethylene bag. Volm offers many knit patterns, colors, and weight to optimize the product being packed in it. Raschel bags provide optimal breathability for fresh produce.

FEATURES
- Very high breathability
- Can accommodate tight pack because of flexibility
- High quality knit
- Many knit colors, patterns and material weights
- Drawstring optional
- One or two side label with adjustable size

MOST COMMON PRODUCTS
- Citrus
- Onions
- Potatoes

PACKING
- Carousel
- Hand pack
- CloseIt® Clip
- Sewn Closure or drawstring
- SemiPack Bagger for 25 lb to 50 lb

SIZE
1 lb to 20 lb

Closed by Bedford: All-plastic bag closure clip.
RASCHEL ROLLSTOCK BALER
Volm’s Raschel rollstock is made with knitted polyethylene. Volm offers many colors to optimize the rollstock for the product being packed in it. Raschel rollstock provides optimal breathability for fresh produce as well as the ability to be automatically packed on a rollstock bagger.

FEATURES
• Automated packing
• Very high breathability

FABRIC WEIGHT
• 55 grams / SqM (3E)
• 40 grams / SqM (2E)

MOST COMMON PRODUCTS
• Onions
• Potatoes

PACKING
• Automesh Bagger
• Automeah Plus Bagger
• Automeah Baler
• Sewn or CloseIt® Clips

SIZE
30 lb to 50 lb

CloseIt by Bedford: All-plastic bag closure clip.
RASCHEL ROLLSTOCK BULK BAG
Volm’s Raschel rollstock is made with knitted polyethylene. Volm offers many colors to optimize the rollstock for the product being packed in it. Raschel rollstock provides optimal breathability for fresh produce as well as the ability to be automatically packed on a rollstock bagger.

FEATURES
• Automated packing
• Very high breathability
• 8" printed poly label

FABRIC WEIGHT
• 80 grams / SqM

MOST COMMON PRODUCTS
• Onions
• Potatoes

PACKING
• Automesh Bagger
• Automeah Plus Bagger
• Automeah Baler
• Sewn or Closet® Clips

SIZE
25 lb to 50 lb

CloseIt by Bedford: All-plastic bag closure clip.
RASCHEL WICKETED BALER

Volm’s wicketed mesh baler bags combine the strength of Raschel knitted mesh with a wicketed polyethylene top allowing the capability to be used with wicket style bagging machines. The wicketed mesh baler is ideal for palletizing and transporting pre-packed produce.

FEATURES
- Automated packing
- Very high breathability
- Only automated Raschel master bag
- Printed or unprinted poly top

FABRIC WEIGHT
- 45 grams / SqM

MOST COMMON PRODUCTS
- Onions
- Potatoes

PACKING
- Automatic wicket bagger
- Heat seal or sewn closure

SIZE
- 25 lb to 50 lb

Wicket: Holes punched in the top part of bag that allow for placement on automated filling machines.